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Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) remains the most challenging breast cancer subtype. In the pre-
sented work, we have combined several emerging technologies to build up a nanoplatform for TNBC
treatment: photothermal therapy, prodrug design and tumor cell camouflage formulation. First, we
synthesized a paclitaxel (PTX) based prodrug PTX-SS, and then conjugated it to the surface of gold
nanorod (Au NR) @ mesoporous silica (MSN) core-shell nanoparticles (Au@MSN-NH2 NPs). Subsequently,
doxorubicin (DOX) was loaded into the Au@PTXSS-MSN NPs and further coated with cell membranes
isolated from MDA-MB-231 cells to form cell camouflaged Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs. The
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs exhibited very good DOX loading capacity and the prodrug strategy
enabled the precise adjustability of PTX-SS loading to achieve the optimized ratio between PTX and DOX
to maximize the synergistic effect of these two drugs, as well as enabled GSH-responsive intracellular
drug release. More interestingly, the cell membrane coating not only protected the drug from premature
release, but also significantly improved the targeting ability of NPs to breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cells.
The NPs also showed good photothermal responsiveness with clear improvement in inhibiting MDA-MB-
231 cell proliferation under laser irradiation. The in vivo studies further confirmed the effectiveness of
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs on TNBC tumor inhibition in 4T1 cell grafted tumor mice model.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is the most aggressive
breast cancer that is accompanied by poor prognosis and high rate
of recurrence and metastasis [1]. The using of targeted anti-cancer
drugs (such as Herceptin, Lapatinib and Pertuzumab) has
aboratory, Åbo Akademi Uni-

ty Affiliated Fengxian Hospi-

), wangdongqing71@163.com

r Ltd. This is an open access articl
dramatically improved the prognosis of breast cancer; however,
TNBC still lacks effective therapeutic drugs due to the lack
expression of hormone receptors (include estrogen receptor, pro-
gesterone receptor and human epidermal growth factor receptor
2), which are widely used for breast cancer targeting therapy [2].
Cell camouflage technologies that utilize cancer cell originating cell
membranes to hidden the drug carrier nanoparticles (NPs), have
been found to be a good strategy for targeted cancer therapy owing
to the extensive homology of the proteins and antigens between
the cell membrane and cancer cells, as well as the homing ability of
cancer cells [3,4]. For example, Nie [5] has developed a tumor cell
membrane coated mesoporous silica NPs (MSNs) loaded with
doxorubicin and the poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitor, which
exhibited a stronger antitumor activity than Doxil. Sun [6] also
reported a 4T1 cell membrane coated and paclitaxel loaded
e under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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nanoparticle, which displayed significant targeting ability against
homotypic primary tumor and metastases. Therefore, the cell
camouflage technologies hold great potential for TNBC targeting
therapy.

Prodrugs refer to pharmacological compounds that are tempo-
rarily or permanently bonded to certain chemical groups, frag-
ments or molecules through covalent bonding [7,8]. The prodrugs
can be converted to functional substance when subject to certain
stimuli in the body, while they have no or limited activity in vitro
[9]. This methodology has been widely used in drug design to
improve bioavailability, targeting, and also to reduce the side ef-
fects of the drugs [10]. For example, the binding of camptothecin
(CPT) and curcumin (CCM) prodrugs with albumin-based NPs has
greatly improved the therapeutic efficiency in subcutaneous 4 T1
and HepG2 tumor models [11]. Hattori [12] also reported that two
developed decitabine (DAC) based prodrugs for DNA-
demethylating exhibited much better metabolic stability with
reduced cytotoxicity. In addition, another attractive advantage of
prodrugs is their ability to stimuli-responsiveness. For example,
hydrophilic polyethylene glycol (PEG) and amphiphilic cationic
mitoxantrone (MTO) formed pH-responsive polymer-prodrug NPs
has been used to load siRNA to achieve synergistic effect and pH
responsive drug release for cancer therapy [13]. Prodrugs are also
considered as one of the best solutions to TNBC. For example,
Umeh-Garcia developed an engineered miR-127 prodrug, which
shows great ability of growth inhibition and anti-metastasis ability
in TNBC [14]. Similarly, another developed platinum prodrug also
shows increased sensitivity of TNBC cells to cisplatin [15].

Photothermal therapy (PTT) is a main method for cancer phys-
ical therapy. PTT mainly uses photothermal conversion materials to
generate instantaneous high temperature under the irradiation of
an additional light source (mainly near-infrared light (NIR)) to kill
cancer cells [16]. The main advantages of PTT are that significant
therapeutic effect can be achieved alongwith barely any side effects
through multiple consecutive short-term treatments; and most
importantly, the pain caused by treatment can be greatly reduced
[17]. Gold NPs (Au NPs), including gold nanorods (Au NRs) and
nanoshells have always been considered as good materials for PTT
owing to their perfect heat production ability when excited by NIR
[18]. Au NPs also have been regarded and widely used as excellent
NPs for drugs or other small molecules delivery, as well as bio-
imaging owing to their high electron density, dielectric properties
and catalytic activity [19e21]. However, due to the small surface-
to-volume ratio of Au NPs, their drug-carrying capacity is limited
[21]. Therefore, lots of efforts have been done for the increasing of
drug loading capacity of Au NPs. Among them, the encapsulation of
Au NRs with MSNs is one of the most widely used strategy to
expand the drug loading capacity of Au NPs. MSNs are NPs with
controllable particle size and shape and formed by biocompatible
mesoporous silica nanomaterials. They have acquired increasing
interest of potential application in drug and gene delivery owing to
their multiscale pore structures, high surface-to-volume ratio and
also modifiable surface [22e24]. It has been reported that MSN-
coated Au NRs (Au@MSN-NH2) exhibited not only combined
chemotherapy and PTT, but also stimuli-induced drug release
[25e27]. Thus, Au NRs can be served as a talent candidate for multi-
methods based combinational treatment of TNBC.

In this work (as shown in Scheme 1), we have developed a
paclitaxel (PTX) based prodrug, which is further conjugated to the
surface of photothermal responsive Au@MSN-NH2 NPs through a
disulfide bond linker. Subsequently, the chemotherapeutic doxo-
rubicin (DOX) was loaded at an optimized DOX/PTX ratio to
generate synergistic effect between the two drugs. Furthermore,
the nanoparticle was coated with MDA-MB-231 derived cell
membranes to improve the tumor cell targeting efficiency.
2

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Preparation and characterization of Au NRs and Au@MSN-NH2

NPs

To begin with this work, we are planned to develop a photo-
thermal responsive drug delivery nanocarrier that can be used for
PTT and chemotherapy combined treatment of TNBC. It has been
established that the best particle size of Au NPs for PTT and imaging
is larger than 50 nm. Therefore, we primarily used the seed
mediated growth methods in cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) presented aqueous solution at room temperature to form
the Au NRs as reported before [28]. As shown in Fig. 1A, the syn-
thesized Au NRs were acquired with a nanorodes morphology and
the particle size was 57.3 ± 4.4 nm. In order to increase the
chemotherapeutic drug loading capacity of the prepared Au NRs,
we utilized MSN to form a porous shell structure on top of the Au
NRs through another CTAB mediated seed-growth methods. As
shown in Fig. 1B, the porous structure of MSN outside of the
Au@MSN-NH2 NPs was obviously observed in the TEM imaging,
and the particle size was increased up to 102.9 ± 1.2 nm (Fig. 1D)
while the zeta-potential and PDI were 11.4 ± 0.2 mV and 0.11 ± 0.01
(Supplementary Fig. 4A and B) when dispersed in deionized water.

2.2. PTX-SS-COOH synthesis and characterization

Strategies for combined drug delivery has always been consid-
ered as good methods for solving the problem of cancer drug
resistance [29,30]. For example, the codelivery of PTX and curcumin
by an amphiphilic copolymers have been reported to have the
ability of reversing ovarian cancer drug resistance [31], and the
codelivery of nucleic acid drugs and chemotherapeutics have also
been confirmed to have the ability of reversing the drug resistance
in colon cancer [32]. However, the co-delivery of both hydrophilic
and lipophilic drugs within one nanocarrier remains a big challenge
[33]. Moreover, the ratio of combined drugs loading is a very
important factor for combined drug therapy. In order to improve
the drug-carrying capacity of our previously synthesized Au@MSN-
NH2 NPs and realize the controllable co-delivery, as well as reduce
the toxic side effects of the used chemotherapeutic drugs, we firstly
made PTX into the prodrug form of PTX-S-S-COOH by a redox-
sensitive linker, which was then bound to MSN-NH2. As shown in
Fig. 2A, an esterification reaction was firstly performed between
PTX and the redox-sensitive linker to form PTX-SS-COOH by a one-
step reaction in the presence of DTDP, which is a commonly used
redox-sensitive linker that promotes the release of paclitaxel under
highly reducing conditions in cells. As shown in Fig. 2B, the
aliphatic proton peak of PTX was in the range of 1.0e2.5 ppm.
Among all of the PTX hydroxyl groups, the one attached to C-20 is
more likely to react with the activated DTPA to form an ester bond.
The result of the 1H NMR spectra analysis showed that, the proton
peak of COOHeSeS-PTX was changed from d 2.58 ppm of PTX to
d 2.90 ppm, which is the methylene peak (-CH2-CH2-S-S) of DTPA.
In addition, the HRMS spectrum analysis of the produced product
showed the mass of 1044.3138 ([M � H]- in Supplement Figure 2).
Those results together indicate that the PTX-SS-COOH prodrug
molecule was successfully synthesized.

2.3. Au@PTXSS-MSN NPs and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
preparation and characterization

Followed by the synthesis of the prodrug PTX-S-S-COOH, we
then coupled the prodrug to the surface of Au@MSN-NH2 NPs to
gain Au@PTXSS-MSN NPs via condensation reaction, according to a
procedure as we have described before [34]. Afterwards, DOX was



Scheme 1. Schematic representation of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs preparation and drug release inside a cell.
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further loaded into the Au@PTXSS-MSN NPs for the preparation of
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs under a mildly agitated conditions.
Meanwhile, MDA-MB-231 cells originating cell membranes were
coated onto the surface of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs to form the
final MDA-MB-231 mimicking Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
(Fig. 1C) by mixing of the aqueous solution of cancer cell mem-
brane, DOX and NPs at 4 �C. This is a very good strategy for the co-
delivering of DOX and PTX by one nanocarrier, we have confirmed
that drug loading and encapsulation efficiencies of PTX and DOX
were 7.2 ± 0.8%, 6.9 ± 1.2% and 77.3 ± 0.6%, 29.8 ± 1.0%, and the
drugs loading of DOX and PTX can be controlled at the most effi-
cient mass ratio of 1:1 (Supplementary Figure 5) [34].

As shown in Fig. 1C, a thin layer of cell membrane on the surface
of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs was obviously observed. The
particle size (Fig. 1D) of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs were signifi-
cantly increased up to 123.5 ± 1.2 nm. While the particle size of
3

Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs was increased up to 141.2 ± 0.8 nm
and with the PDI's value of 0.14 ± 0.01 (Supplementary Figure 4B).

2.4. Photothermal performance and DOX release of Au@PTXSS-
MSN/DOX@CM NPs in vitro

To further test the photothermal effect of Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs, we performed the NIR excitation assays. As shown
in Fig. 3A and B, the temperature of the NPs dispersed water so-
lution was increased from 30 �C to 60 �C quickly in an intensity and
time dependent manner by the irradiate of 980 nm laser with po-
wer of 0.5e1 W cm�2. In compared with the NPs dispersed water
solution, the temperature of the dilute water solution was slightly
changed. These results can well illustrate that the increased tem-
perature of the NPs dispersed water solution is mainly caused by
the inner Au NRs of the NPs under the excitation of the laser. The



Fig. 1. (AeC) TEM of AuNRs, Au@MSN-NH2 NPs and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (scale bar: 100 nm). (D) The particle size of each formulations dispersed in deionized water.

Fig. 2. (A) Synthesis route of PTX-S-S-COOH. (B) 1H NMR spectra of PTX in CDCl3 and PTX-S-S-COOH in CDCl3.
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Fig. 3. (A) Photothermal heating curves of DI water and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs with different NPs concentrations (0.25, 0.5, and 1 mg/mL) under 1.0 W cm�2, 980 nm laser
irradiation. (B) The temperature profile of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM (1 mg/mL) with different laser power intensities (0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 W cm�2, 980 nm). (C)Temperature elevation
of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (1 mg/mL) over three times of NIR on�off irradiated cycles (1.0 W cm�2, 980 nm). (D) DOX and (E) PTX Release behavior of Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs under different conditions.
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stability of NPs is one of the most important characters that lead to
successfully drug delivery. Therefore, we performed the circulatory
laser irradiation assay to test the stability of Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs. As shown in Fig. 3C, the Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM
NPs exhibited perfect stability under circulatory laser irradiation,
because the temperature increasing of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM
NPs induced by laser irradiation hasn't been changed by three
repeated laser irradiations, and the temperature was quickly
increased from28 �C to 67.5 �Cwithin 300 s after each times of laser
irradiation. It's reported that increased drug penetration and cell
death can be trigged as long as the laser induced temperature goes
up to 43 �C [35]. This indicated that synergism between the ther-
apeutical effects of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs and photo-
thermal therapy might be achieved.

The drug release is an important indicator to evaluate whether
the drug delivery vehicle can be successfully applied. In order to
best mimic the intracellular environment i.e. high levels of reducing
glutathione (GSH), which is a key factor for the cleavage of disulfide
bonds between the PTX and NPs in cancer cells, dithiothreitol (DTT)
was added into Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs dispersed solution
as we have described before [36]. The results in Fig. 3 (D and E) and
Supplementary Fig. 6 (A and B) show that the DOX release from the
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CMNPs reaches its maximum of 28.0 ± 2.3%
at 12 h, and the release was increased up to 34.8 ± 1.6% in the
presence of DTT, and the DOX release of only laser group and both
DTT and laser groups were 45.1 ± 2.2% and 46.2 ± 1.6%. Since DTT is
not a stimulating factor for DOX release, we speculate that the
increased DOX release caused by laser is likely to be induced by the
breakage of the cell membrane on the surface of the Au@PTXSS-
MSN/DOX@CM NPs that was caused by the laser induced temper-
ature change. Meanwhile, the release of PTX was increased from
8.2 ± 0.6% to 46.4 ± 2.3% in the presence of DTT at 24 h. It is very
interesting that the laser also increased the release of PTX up to
53.0 ± 2.6% in the present of DTT. All of these results can conclude
that laser can significantly increase the release of PTX and DOX
5

from Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs in the presence of DTT.
2.5. Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs cytotoxicity and cellular uptake

The cell proliferation inhibition ability of Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs was measured by WST-1 assay and performed with
MCF-10A and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. The results in Fig. 4 (A and B)
and Supplementary Figure 6C show that, only the highest con-
centration of Au@MSNNPs could decrease the proliferation ofMCF-
10A and MDA-MB-231 cells significantly (P＜0.05), indicating that
the Au@MSN NPs were slightly or non-cytotoxic within the
maximum dose range (10 mg/mL). And the results in MDA-MB-
231 cell line (Fig. 4A and B) show that the cell proliferation of the
groups treated with the highest concentration of Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX NPs and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs were 49.4 ± 1.0% and
48.2 ± 0.5% (P＞0.05), while the laser addition groups were
40.9 ± 2.5% and 29.1 ± 2.1% (P＜0.001). Compared with non-laser
groups, laser exposure groups were more effective in inhibiting
cell proliferation, especially in the highest NPs concentration
groups. However, we also noticed that the Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs haven't show a better ability of cell proliferation
inhibition than Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs. Meanwhile, the result in
MCF-10A cell line (Supplementary Fig. 6C) shows that the prolif-
eration ability of cells treated with Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
was slightly decreased compared to PTX, DOX and PTX-DOX treated
groups (P＜0.01 in groups of 0.5 mg, 1 mg, 5 mg and 10 mg). Because
the cell membrane we have used for the encapsulating of
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs was derived from MDA-MB-231 cells,
this is the main reason that Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs have a
stronger ability of proliferation inhibition in MDA-MB-231 cells
than MCF-10A cells. We attribute this difference in proliferation
inhibition partially to the passive targeting caused by cell mem-
brane coating induced cell mimicking. While another reason was
owing to the higher concentration of GSH that induced more PTX
release in breast cancer cell MDA-MB-231 cells than in normal



Fig. 4. (A) Cell viability of MDA-MB-231 cells after treatment with PTX, DOX, PTX þ DOX, Au@MSN NPs, Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs, and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs for 24 h and
selectively treated with 980 nm laser irradiation. (B) Statistical analyze of MDA-MB-231 cells cell viability after treatment with PTX þ DOX, Au@MSN NPs, Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs,
and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs for 24 h (concentration selected the highest of 10 mg/mL PTX). Flow cytometry analysis of cellular uptake ability of (C) Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM
and (D) Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs. (E) Quantification of fluorescence positive cells analyzed by flow cytometry. (Data represent mean ± s.d. (n ¼ 3). sn. represents no significant
change, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001).
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mammary gland cell MCF-10A cells.
To verify the existence of this passive targeting effect, we per-

formed flow cytometry analysis and confocal microscope imaging
assays to measure the Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs cellular up-
take. The result in Fig. 4 show that the DOX positive cells in
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (Fig. 4C) and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX
NPs treated MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 4D) were 96.7 ± 2.1% and
83.3 ± 3.2% at the time point of 1 h. And the detected fluorescence
of DOX were obviously decreased in Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs
treated MCF-10A cells (Supplementary Fig. 7A and B). We then
labeled the cell membrane of the Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
with 3,30-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (Dio), which is a
green fluorescent dye that can selectively bind to the cell mem-
brane. As shown in Fig. 5A, the green fluorescent signal of Dio and
the DOX red fluorescent signal have a very obvious co-localization
in the cell. And compared to the non-cell membrane coated
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs treated group (Fig. 5B), a very obviously
DOX red fluorescent signal can be observed in the cell nucleus of
MDA-MB-231 cells treated with Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs at
3 and 6 h, while the DOX red fluorescent signal in the cell nucleus
only can be observed at 6 h in Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
treated group. All of these results indicated that Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs have a better cellular uptake and earlier DOX
release than Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs in the co-incubation with
MDA-MB-231 cells.

2.6. Lysosomal escape of Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM NPs

The endo/lysosome trap has always been considered as themain
problem that lead to the failure of intracellular drug delivery [37].
We have shown that laser has the ability of promoting the release of
DOX and PTX from Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (Fig. 3D and E
and Supplementary Fig. 6A and B), and also enhance the ability of
cell proliferation inhibition by Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
6

(Fig. 4A and B). We thus hypothesize that the laser induced tem-
perature increasing might have a promoting effect on the
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CMNPs’ lysosomal escape. In order to verify
this hypothesis, we labeled the Au@MSN@CM NPs with a red
fluorescent dye Cy5.5, while green fluorescent lysosome tracker has
been used for the lysosome labeling. The results in Fig. 6A and B
shows that, most of the red fluorescent signal that represents Au@
Cy5.5-MSN@CM NPs were localized together with green fluores-
cent signal that represents the lysosome in the Au@Cy5.5-MSN@
CM NPs treated group. However, the overlap of red fluorescent
signal and green fluorescent signal were significantly decreased
from 71.4% to 42.6% in the presence of laser treatment after 4 h co-
incubation with Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM NPs, especially after 6 h (the
overlap were decreased from 68.7% to 30.8%). These results indi-
cated that, the Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM NPs were more able to get
outside of the lysomes under laser condition. Therefore, we have
confirmed that the photothermal effect of Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CMNPs
shows potential in the promoting lysosomal escape of
Au@MSN@CM NPs. And this promoting effect may be contributing
to the destructive effect of photothermal therapy on the biofilms
[35].

2.7. Antitumor activity in vivo

Previously, we have shown that the laser irradiation have a
synergetic effect in the promoting of Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM NPs
lysosomal escaping and also can increase the proliferation inhibi-
tion ability of Au@PTXSS-MSN@CMNPs against MDA-MB-231 cells.
Subsequently, we further tested the biodistribution and antitumor
activity of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs in 4T1 breast cancer cell
line formed tumor burden mouse model in combination with
photothermal therapy. Compared to the DOX treated group, DOX
signal was mainly detected in the tumor site after 24 h treatment of
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (Supplementary Figure 8).
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Fig. 5. Fluorescence images of MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with (A) Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM and (B) Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX for 1e6 h (Blue channel: DAPI; Red channel: DOX;
Green channel: DIO; Scale bar: 20 mm).
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Considering the proper particle size of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM
NPs, we attribute this preferred accumulation of Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs at tumor site to the ERP effect of NPs. And finally,
as shown in Fig. 7 (A and C), the tumor growth has been signifi-
cantly suppressed by Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs compared to
the PBS and PTX þ DOX treated groups (p＜0.001). However, the
combined Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs with laser treatment did
not exhibits a better antitumor effect than Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs only group (p ¼ 0.877). We consider this may be
due to the failure of laser irradiation control and the weak skin
penetration ability of laser irradiation. Surprisingly, we also noticed
that the tumor growth in PTX þ DOX treated group did not show a
significant growth suppression compared to PBS control group. We
attribute this result to the lipophilicity of PTX, because effective PTX
penetration to the tumor site cannot be easily achieved by intra-
venous injection. Besides, low concentration of DOX (5 mg/kg) may
be another reason for the poor antitumor activity of PTX þ DOX
treated group, because the predicted doxorubicin-induced cardiac
toxicity [38] have not been observed in the results of HE staining
(Supplementary Figure 9).
3. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a new photothermal and GSH
responsive NP with cell camouflage for targeted TNBC therapy. The
Au NRs were embedded into the Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM with
photothermal therapy activity, while the porous shell structure
formed by MSN realized the high drug loading capacity to load the
hydrophilic DOX. The prodrug technology enabled the PTX prodrug
to have a GSH responsive linker and a conjugation site for conju-
gating onto the MSN. The coated cell membrane originating from
tumor cells can protect the drugs from premature releasing and
greatly improved the tumor targeting efficiency. Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs have been confirmed to have good tumor cell tar-
geting and synergistic anti-tumor effects at the cellular level. In
addition, the Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs also generated sig-
nificant anti-tumor activity in vivo, as well as further improve the
on-site drug release, for targeted TNBC therapy. Although the
combination of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs and photothermal
therapy haven't exhibited a better anti-tumor activity than
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs only groups in vivo, it offers a good
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inspiration for combination therapy of TNBC.

4. Methods and materials

4.1. Materials

Paclitaxel (PTX), Doxorubicin (DOX), N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC$HCl), 3,30-Dithiodipro-
pionic acid (DTDP), and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) were all
purchased from Tansoole (China). 3,30-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine
perchlorate (DIO) were purchased from Shanghai Maokang biotech-
nology Co., Ltd (China). Sodium borohydride (NaBH4), tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS), silver nitrate (AgNO3), ascorbic acid, tetra-
chloroauric acid (HAuCl4), cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide
(CTAB), DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT), 40,60-diamidine-20-phenylindole
(DAPI), dichloromethane (DCM) and menthol (MeOH) were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (Finland).

4.2. Cell lines and cell culture

MCF-10A and MDA-MB-231 cell lines were purchased from
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and
maintained at 37 �C with 5% CO2. MDA-MB-231 cell line was
cultured in DMEM medium (LONZA) and 10% FBS and 1% PS
(penicillin and streptomycin solution) were added. MCF-10A cell
line was cultured in DMED F12 medium (LONZA) and 10% of horse
serum (LONZA), 20 ng/mL epidermal growth factor, 100 ng/mL
cholera toxin, 0.16 Units/ml insulin, 500 ng/mL hydrocortisone and
1% PS were added.

4.3. Synthesis of AuNRs

The CTAB solution (7.5 mL, 0.1 M) and HAuCl4 solution (0.25 mL,
0.01 M) were mixed for 5 min. Afterwards, 0.6 mL ice-cold NaBH4

solution (0.01 M) was injected into the mixture rapidly under
vigorous stirring and the gold seeds were formed. Four hours later,
a solution consisting of 400 mL CTAB (0.1 M), 20 mL HAuCl4
(0.01M), 4.8 mL AgNO3 (0.01M) and 7.6 mL HCI (1 M)was stirred at
30 �C for 10 min. And 4 mL ascorbic acid (0.1 M) was quickly added
into the growth solution, and the solution immediately becomes
colorless. Finally, the prepared gold seeds (0.96 mL) solution were



Fig. 6. Endosomal escape analysis of the intracellular uptaken Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM NPs in MDA-MB-231 cells. A. Confocal microscopy images after cells culturing with Au@Cy5.5-
MSN@CM NPs for 2 h, 4 h, and 6 h. And cells were selectively treated with laser for 5 min (Blue channel: DAPI; Red channel: Cy5.5; Green channel: lysotracker; Scale bar: 20 mm). B.
Quantified co-localization of Cy5.5 and Lysotracker by Image J software. (3 images from each group were used for overlap fluorescence analysis).
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added and stirred for 5 more minutes, then left for overnight.
4.4. Synthesis of Au@MSN-NH2 NPs

First, purified AuNRs were transferred to aqueous CTAB solution
(50 mL, 1 mM) and then adjust the alkalinity of the solution to pH
10e11 with 0.1 M NaOH. Next, 0.33 mL of 20 v/v% TEOS ethanol
solution was added, and the mixture was left to react for overnight
at 30 �C. The synthesized Au@MSN NPs were collected by 10 min
centrifuge at 13000 rpm and then washed with 0.6 wt % ammo-
nium nitrate (NH4NO3) ethanol solution to remove CTAB. Finally,
8

the Au@MSN NPs were modified into an activated form of
Au@MSN-NH2 NPs by APTES in ethanol for overnight.
4.5. Synthesis of PTX-S-S-COOH

Briefly, PTX (1.0 g), DTDP (295.47 mg), EDCI (268.51 mg) and
DMAP (171.68 mg) were firstly added into 20 mL of dichloro-
methane, and stirred to reaction for overnight at room tempera-
ture. And next, purify the crude product with silica gel column
chromatography to for the pure intermediate (yield ¼ 59%).

mailto:Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM
mailto:Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM
mailto:Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM


Fig. 7. Results of antitumor efficacy of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs in vivo. Recorded tumor volumes (A), body weight (B), and photograph of isolated tumors from 4T1-tumor
burden mice (C).
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4.6. Synthesis of Au@PTXSS-MSN and drug loading

Au@MSN-NH2 were dispersed in a dichloromethane solution of
PTX-SS-COOH, DMAP, EDCI at room temperature and stirred over-
night. Wash the NPs with excess dichloromethane. The prodrug-
modified Au@PTXSS-MSN were then stirred with DOX aqueous
solution overnight to complete the DOX loading.

4.7. MSC membrane preparation and preparation of MSN@M

MDA-MB-231 cells were collected, washed three times with PBS
and then incubated in Tris buffer containing 10 mM Tris, 10 mM
MgCI2 and protease inhibitor for 1 h at 4 �C and sonicated for
10 min in an ice bath. Cell membrane fragments were obtained by
differential centrifugation of the homogenate on the broken cells,
first at 500 g, centrifuged for 10 min, the precipitate was discarded
and the supernatant was retained, then the supernatant was
centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 g and the supernatant was
lyophilized to obtain cancer cell membranes. Then the aqueous
solution of cancer cell membrane and DOX was mixed with NPs at
4 �C, stirred overnight, and centrifuged to obtain Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM.

4.8. Characterization of the PTX-S-S-COOH prodrug

The mass spectra results of PTX-S-S-COOH and PTX were
measured with a Bruker Daltonics microTOF-Q mass spectrometer
(Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). And 1H NMR spectra results were
analyzed by Bruker 500 NMR spectrometers (Bruker, Billerica, MA,
USA).

4.9. Measurement of photothermal performance

Three experiments were performed to measure the photo-
thermal conversion capacity of Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs.
Temperature tests were performed on 1 mL of aqueous solutions of
NPs with different concentrations (0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mg/mL). Then,
1 mL of aqueous NPs with the same concentration (1 mg/mL) was
used and irradiated for 300s at the power densities of 0.5e1 W/
cm�2. A third experiment was performed by using 1 mg/mL NPs/
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DOX solution and irradiating it with 1 W/cm�2. The experiment
was repeated three times by heating with a 1 mg/mL NPs/DOX
solution and 1 W/cm�2 NIR laser, and followed by cooling to room
temperature in natural state. The temperature was recorded every
15s by the thermal imaging camera.
4.10. Drug release behavior

Cumulative levels of DOX and PTX release from NPs were
determined using a dialysis method. 1 mL of each NPs were added
in a dialysis bag (MW: 3500) and placed in a PBS solution con-
taining 0.5% Tween 80with or without DTT (10mM). The solution is
placed in a 37 �C constant temperature shaker and shaken hori-
zontally. 1 mL of the incubation solution was removed and sup-
plemented with an equal volume at each predetermined time
point. The laser group was irradiated with a 1 W/cm�2 IR laser for
5 min at each time point. DOX and PTX concentration in the solu-
tion were measured by HPLC.
4.11. Cellular uptake and lysosomal escape assay

Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs cellular uptake was performed
in MCF-10A cells and MDA-MB-231. Briefly, cells were seeded into
6-well plate or confocal dish at the density of 1.8e2� 105/well. 24 h
later, the cells were cultured with 2 mL fresh medium contains
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (equal to 10 mg/mL DOX) for 1e6 h.
After that, the culture mediumwere discard and fixed with 4% PFA
and followed by 0.5 mg/mL DAPI staining for 5 min. The cell imaging
were takenwith Zeiss LSM880 confocal microscope, cellular uptake
and flow cytometry assay were performed with BD LSRFortessa.

NPs lysosome escape assay was performed in MDA-MB-
231 cells, cells were selectively treated with Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM
NPs and laser for 2e6 h in confocal dishes. And followed the cell
culture medium were replaced with fresh cell culture medium
contains Lysosome Tracker were added for 3 more hours. Finally,
the cells were fixed with 4% PFA and followed by 0.5 mg/mL DAPI
staining for 5 min.

mailto:Au@Cy5.5-MSN@CM
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4.12. In vitro cytotoxicity assay

Cytotoxicity were evaluated by cell proliferation inhibition and
measured byWST-1 assay. Briefly, MDA-MB-231 cells and MCF-10A
cells were seeded in 96-well plate at the density of 4000e5000 per
well. The day next, PTX、DOX、PTX þ DOX、Au@MSN NPs、
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX NPs and Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs
were added into the cell culture medium, and cells were selectively
treated with 980 nm laser with power of 1 W/cm�2 for 5 min after
12 h co-incubation. And 12 h later, WST-1 were added in the cell
culture medium and incubated at 5% CO2 37 �C for 2 h, and finally
OD's value at 450 nmwere measured with Thermo Varioskanflash.

4.13. Animal study

All experiments including animal operations were approved by
the Animal Research Committee of Jiangsu University, China (SCXK
(Jiangsu)-2018-0012). Matrigel and 5000 4T1 cells were mixed and
injected into the axillary fat pads of 8-week-old female nude mice.
The tumor burden mice were randomly divided into 4 groups and
injected with 100 ml PBS, PTX þ DOX (5 mg/kg of each) or
Au@PTXSS-MSN/DOX@CM NPs (equal to 5 mg/kg DOX þ PTX) from
the tail vain every three days. And themice of one Au@PTXSS-MSN/
DOX@CM NPs injected group were treated with 980 nm laser with
the power of 1W/cm�2 for 5 min the day next of each injection. The
tumor growth and body weight were recorded. And all of the mice
were sacrificed after 6 times injection, the tumor tissues and main
organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney) were collected and
fixed with 4% PFA for further HE staining.

4.14. Statistical data analysis

All of the data were collected from triplicated independent as-
says. Data are analyzed with the student's t-test and shown as
means ± SD. GraphPad, Image J and SPSS 20.0 Software (IBM Inc.,
Armonk, NY, USA) were used for all statistical analyses. P-values <
0.05 were considered significant.
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